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A Simple Guide to Thriving as an Empath
Each empath’s path towards empowerment creates a unique story of awakening to
realize you want more from life. Usually, these stories involve the commonly shared
unconscious belief that you are in service to everyone but yourself. So often this belief
goes unrecognized, active but clouded by our understand of the role you took on before
you conscious could choose it. This belief/behavior is limiting to your ability to live an
empowered life.
Your ability to feel the needs and desires of your community creates a sort of
indentured servitude. It feels selfish to put your own needs ahead of the important
people in your life because of the messages you've received your whole life from family
and society, both consciously and unconsciously.
For many of you, it feels like Hell. So, what do you do? Isolate yourself from that which
causes you discomfort, dissociate from your own body, both of these result in feeling
less of the emotions that hurt so much.
The truth is that you came here to live a full life and carry out your own purpose. Your
empathic nature does not have to limit your full engagement in a life lived for yourself
that is responsive to others but not subservient to their needs and desires.

Moving to Empowerment...
Acknowledging that you rarely feel comfortable putting your own needs first, allows the
behaviors, patterns, and beliefs that created the environment you find so uncomfortable
to begin to unravel. Making you ready to begin developing practices that will reveal your
vision, claim your spirituality, and embark on The Empowered Path.
The building blocks for this journey are addressed in the Four Practices described on
the following pages. The goal of The Empowered Path is energetic and emotional
balance through self-awareness, energetic boundaries, and emotional perception.

“Having been called “too sensitive” our whole lives, giving us the impression we do
not fit in here. I am here to tell you that we are not meant to fit in. We are meant
to change the world. We are lightworkers. We are here so that others can
remember that life is about love in action.”
~ Laura Rowe
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Introspection
Developing Self-Awareness

Empaths are often unaware of how
energy affects them and where they are
losing their balance in daily interactions.
This exercise creates a habit of selfawareness. End each day by spending
about 10 minutes reviewing how you felt
throughout the day. Begin to identify
when you felt confused, overwhelmed,
off-balance, sad, or angry.
Write down a few words about each
situation you encountered during
that day
List who you were with during each
encounter
Describe the setting of each encounter
Recount how you reacted in the moment, make a note of your feelings
Reread and write a descriptive sentence or two of your experience of the day
Do not seek to fix anything or solve big problems, this is simply an exploration,
your observations
Keep your notes to develop a history so you can begin to notice patterns.
Right now, you are doing some investigation of your experiences. The patterns
emerging reveal the opportunity to receive insight from your higher-self about how
to address change and find solutions to step more fully into your own power. As
time goes on, as with anything new, we hone these skills finding more peace in our
lives.
Knowledge is power. When we know our triggers, we can begin to make changes
in our lives allowing us to be more open, present, and engaged in our day-to-day
activities.
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Grounding
Energetically Inhabiting the Body

Empaths are notorious body escape
artists. Amidst so much feeling in the body,
so much energetic chaos—what with your
energy and everyone else's energy — that
empaths like to fly out of their body as
often as possible. It is quiet up in the ether,
peaceful even. Yet we are here on Earth
and as humans, we have a body. We only
experience our true power when we are
fully in our body. So, let's ground.
Sit in a comfortable position, making
your spine straight.
Close your eyes and take several
deep, belly breaths.
Imagine a cord extending from the base of your spine, penetrating whatever is
beneath you.
Imagine this cord anchoring into the core of the Earth. You are now fully
grounded.
Visualize and feel the energy of the earth move up through the cord, energizing
your body. This powerful life force energy is swimming through your body,
replenishing each cell.
Now, release through the cord any stress or negativity you are experiencing.
The Earth gladly accepts and transmutes this energy back into a useful form.
The more you practice this routine, the faster it goes. Practice this anytime
during the day, especially when you feel distracted or unfocused. Being
grounded keeps you in your power.
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Clearing
Energy Management Tools

Empaths collect energy from everyone
they meet and spend time with throughout
the day. Over time this build up can create
exhaustion, confusion, and general
overwhelm. Create a daily routine-something simple like an energy clearing
spray and a weekly routine--long walk in
the woods, etc.
Essential oils and flower essences
Sea salt baths
Walks in the woods
Swimming in a lake, river or ocean
Sage and smudge yourself and your living
or work space
Energy field meditation
An empath's energy field is more porous and collects energy from others without
intending to do so. Regular clearing of your field trains the field to maintain its form
and hold it energetic boundary. This is life-changing for empaths and is the first
important step toward healthier interpersonal boundaries.
Once we commit to becoming embodied, it becomes paramount that we begin a
daily energy routine. Maintaining a clean energy field allows clear thinking,
balanced emotions, and energetic boundaries.

"Energy is contagious, positive and negative alike. I will forever be
mindful of what or who I am allowing into my space”
~ Alex Elle.
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Intuition
Communicating with Spirit

Communication is a two-way conversation. There is a call and an answer.
You have to ask for guidance and then
take time to listen, look for the answers,
and then take action. Your best guidance
comes from your Spirit or Higher Self,
because their perspective is unaffected
by being human and holds tremendous
wisdom. Regular communication builds
the muscle.
There are many different tools for guidance.
Tarot Cards
Oracle Cards
Animal Totems
Flowers
Trees
Lottery numbers

License plates
Mail
Book passages
Music
Song lyrics
Movies

It takes practice to decipher the messages coming from Spirit. In time, the whole
world takes on new meaning and life becomes magical. True thriving happens
when we learn what our intuition and our Spirit communicate with us and begin
acting on it.

The Universe is always speaking to us...Sending us little messages, causing
coincidences and serendipities, reminding us to stop, to look around, to
believe in something else, something more.
~ Nancy Thayer
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Thriving
Steps to Empowerment
Building a community of like-minded people serves to strengthen each one of us in
the group. By joining this community you took a big step toward EMPOWERMENT.
Over the next week, you will receive a daily email with guidance, questions, and
exercises to deepen these practices and strengthen your energetic field.
After that first week, you will receive a weekly email from me with information
supporting the Empowerment of Empaths.
Welcome to the community! We’re glad you’re here!!

Diving Deeper
Tools for Thriving as an Empath
Twice a year, I offer a workshop, Tools for Thriving as an Empath.
These practices build the foundation to fully explore your true nature. The workshop
addresses the what it means to be an empath, how you can better support yourself
with tools and practices, and provides an opportunity to participate with other
empaths who stuggle with the same issues you do.
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